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All manuscripts must be submitted in MS Word or RTF format using Times New Roman font size 10 and 

double spacing. Headings must be in Bold. 

All the named authors must have approved the final manuscript. Pages should be numbered consecutively 

in the lower right corner. 

The following contributions are accepted (word counts exclude abstract, tables and references): 

1. Original research (Between 1000 and 3500 words). 

2. Letters to the editor (Up to 400 words). 

3. Scientific letters (Less than 600 words); one table or graph and not more than 5 references. 

4. Review/CPD articles (Up to 1800 words). 

5. Opinions (Between 600-800 words). 
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Abstract 

All articles should include an abstract. The structured abstract for an original research should be between 

200 and 250 words and should consist of four paragraphs labelled; Background, Method, Results and 

Conclusion. It should briefly describe the problem or issue being addressed in the study, how the study 

was performed, the major results and what the authors conclude from these results. The abstracts for 

articles should also no longer than 250 words and need not to follow the structured abstract format. 
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All articles should include keywords. Up to five words or short phrases should be used. Use terms from 

the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) of index; Medicus; when available and appropriate. Keywords are 

used in five words or short phrases should be used. Keywords are used in index, the article and may be 
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